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Patchwork Party 
Falling for 3-D Applique 
October 2021 

 
This month we kick off Patchwork Party 
exploring how easy it is to create dimension and 
texture with 3-D applique.  On the pillow, the 
maple leaves fall over the opening on the pillow.  
On the runner, the edges of the maple leaves 
aren’t stitched down so they can curl giving 
dimension to your runner. You can also choose 
to make the project using your favorite applique method and we hope you enjoy making either 
the pillow or table runner or both!  Plus, you can explore using cotton, batiks or wool to create 
your appliques. 
 
Fabrics That You’ll Need: 
For pillow - Tea towel plus a 12” x 18” 

pillow form 
For runner - 44” or longer 16” or 18” toweling  
See your interactive page for lots of towels and 

toweling to choose from.  The sample runner 
was created with 16” Natural Tomato 
Toweling 

For pillow done with cotton applique: 
1/3 yard or fat quarters of two different 
reds plus fat quarter or scraps of two 
different golds and one green  

Fabrics That You’ll Need (Continued): 
For pillow front done with wool applique: 

One large piece for large maple leaf 
Two medium pieces for small maple 

leaves 
Scraps of gold, greens & purples for oak 

leaves 
For runner done with cottons or batiks 

1/3 yard of two different reds 
1/3 yard of two or three different darker 
greens or purples for backs of 3-D leaves 
and oak leaves 
 

Tools That You’ll Need: 
Fabric Treatment, Best Press or heavy starch 
1 yard Steam-A-Seam II Regular (not Lite) 
If doing wool applique, instead of Steam-A-

Seam II you’ll need freezer paper and 
either Soft Fuse or Barely There fusible 
web 

Sharp pencil 

Tools That You’ll Need (Continued): 
Frixon pen or removable marker 
 ¼” piecing foot 
Open toe or clear foot 
80 Microtex or sharp needle 
Sewing thread for construction 
Thread for topstitching  
     (I used King Tut 1059)  
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Tools That You’ll Need (Continued): 
Sewer’s Aide (optional) 
Applique scissors 
Snips 
Unique Stitch permanent glue 

Iron with steam 
Hot Ruler Perfect Press or Fabric Folding 

Pen (optional) 
For the runner, you’ll also need: 

Wonder Clips (optional) 
 

Getting Started 
For either project you’ll be making, we need to prepare the towel or toweling for applique.  To 
help give a firmer surface to stitch on, you’ll want to starch your toweling or towel really well 
with either Fabric Treatment, Best Press or heavy starch. 
 
If you are creating your 3-D leaves with cottons or batiks, you need to really, really starch the 
fabrics you’ll be using for the backs of the leaves with Fabric Treatment, Best Press or heavy 
starch.  When you finish starching these, you want them to feel like a piece of paper.  This will 
make creating the 3-D leaves much easier. 
 
Note on Your Applique Patterns 
Your applique patterns include a reversed version of each leaf so they can be falling from 
different directions on your pillow or runner. 
 
Creating 3-D Appliques With Cotton or Batiks – skip if creating with wool 

1. On the Steam-A-Seam II, one side of the paper will stick more readily to the fusible web.  
This is the side you want to trace your design on.  Using a sharp pencil, trace the large 
and small maple leaves, leaving a ¼ inch or more between the leaves.  Your pattern 
handout lets you know how many of each I used to create the projects, but feel free to 
use more or less leaves. 

2. Rough cut out the leaves to separate them from each other. 
3. Peel back the paper from the side you didn’t draw on and then press onto the wrong 

side of the fabric you want to use for the front of the leaf.    Press with steam for about 
15 seconds and let cool. 

4. Then, cut along the drawn lines.  
5. Peel back the remaining paper and place on the wrong side of your backing fabric that 

you starched really, really well leaving a good two to three inches of backing fabric 
extending beyond all sides of the leaves.  Press with steam for about 20 to 30 seconds.      
Flip the piece over and press the back side with steam for 20 to 30 seconds.  Let cool.  
DON’T CUT THESE OUT YET! 

6. Wind a bobbin with the thread you’ll be topstitching with. 
7. Thread your machine with the thread you’ll be using to topstitch in both the needle and 

the bobbin.  If you can adjust your needle position, you’ll want it to be about 2 positions 
to the left of center. Use an open toe or clear foot. Pull your bobbin thread to the top.  
Topstitch about 1/16 to 1/8 inch inside the edges of the leaves. Start with two or three 
very small stitches to lock your stitches in place.  Then, set your stitch length for around 
2.5.  When you get to the end, stitch two or three very small stitches to lock the 
stitching in place.  Cut your threads. 
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8. Now you can trim the leaves by using a very sharp pair of applique scissors and cutting 
right along the raw edge of the top of the leaf.   
 

Creating Regular Appliques With Cotton or Batiks -- skip if using wool
1. On the Steam-A-Seam II, one side of the paper will stick more readily to the fusible web.  

This is the side you want to trace your design on.  Using a sharp pencil, trace the oak 
leaves leaving a ¼ inch or more between the leaves.  Your pattern handout lets you 
know how many of each I used to create the projects but feel free to use more or less 
leaves.  You may have a few leaves left over. 

2. Rough cut out the leaves to separate them from each other. 
3. Peel back the paper from the side you didn’t draw on and then press onto the wrong 

side of the fabric you want to use for that leaf.    Press with steam for about 10 seconds 
and let cool. 

4. Then, cut along the drawn lines.  
 

Creating Wool Applique – skip if using cotton or batiks 
1. Since the edges of the maple leaves aren’t stitched down on the runner or not fully 

stitched down on the pillow, we can’t use fusible web to create these.  For the maple 
leaves, trace the pattern on the dull side of freezer paper.  Cut out along the drawn lines 
and then iron to the wrong side of the wool.  I also hold the pattern in place by placing 
staples all along the edge, just making sure to keep them clear of the drawn lines.  With 
sharp scissors, cut out your maple leaves. 

2. For the oak leaves, trace your pattern onto the paper side of either Soft Fuse or Barely 
There keeping about ¼” between the pieces.  Rough cut out the leaves and then place 
the fusible side on the wrong side of your wool. Press per product directions and then 
cut out on the drawn lines. 

 
Creating The Pillow – All Versions 

1. Lay your towel right side down on an ironing board.  If your towel has a hanging loop, 
place this end nearest you, loop side up. 

2. With your Frixon pen or removable marker, on the outside edges of the towel, draw a 
mark 7 1/2” up from the bottom hem.  Take the bottom edge of your towel and fold it 
so the fold is at the 7 ½” mark.  Press really, really well. 

3. Now, we’ll repeat for the other end.  On the outside edges of the towel, with a 
removable marker draw a mark 7 /12” down from the top edge of the towel.  Fold down 
the top edge of your towel and fold it so the fold is at the 7 ½” mark.  Press really, really 
well. This will be the front of the pillow.  To remember which end is the front, place a 
pin in the hem of the front. 

4. Your towel should now measure about 12 ½” x 20”. 
5. Open your towel and place it right side up with the end with the pin nearest you and the 

hemmed side face down. 
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6. Place your large maple leaf so it extends beyond the edge 
of the front.   

7. Place the smaller maple leaf so it also extends beyond the 
edge of the front.   

8. Place another smaller maple leaf so it falls on both the front 
and back of the pillow.  This will be the first fold from the 
bottom. 

9. Scatter your other leaves where you’d like.  When I made 
the cotton version of the pillow, I scattered leaves on the 
front and back.  

10. For the wool version, I just put the leaves on the front with 
one maple leaf extending from the front to the back. 

11. When you like the placement of your leaves, peel off the 
paper backing from any leaves that aren’t 3-dimensional and 
then replace the leaves where you want them on the pillow, 
fusible side down.  Check that everything is the way you’d like 
and for the cotton leaves, press with steam for 20 to 30 seconds. For the wool, follow 
the product directions to fuse them in place. 

12. For the dimensional leaves that fall over the edge of the towel, on the wrong side of the 
part of the leaves fall on the towel, run a small bead of Unique Stitch permanent glue 
and then place so the glued part of the leaf falls on the towel and the unglued part 
extends beyond the towel.  Press with a dry iron to speed the drying process. Let cool. 
Carefully lift off the ironing board to make sure nothing is sticking to the board. 

13. For the wool version, you’ll want to stitch the appliques 
down using either a blanket stitch or stitch of your choice.  
You can do this by machine or by hand.  You don’t need to 
stitch down the edges of the leaf that extend beyond the 
pillow. 

14. For the non-wool version, if you used Steam-A-Seam II 
regular, you don’t need to stitch down the fused appliques.  
If you’d like to stitch them down with a blanket stitch, 
straight or decorative stitch, Sewer’s Aide can help 
reduce the amount of fusible web that adheres to your needle. 

15. To create your pillow, fold up the front of the towel 7 ½” inches (the one in which the 
leaves extend beyond the edge) to the fold line you pressed earlier.  Align the outer 
edges. 

16. Fold down the opposite end by 7 /12” inches to the fold line you pressed earlier. Align 
the outer edges.  Your towel should measure approximately 12 ½” x 20”. 

17. Hold in place with pins or Wonder Clips. 
18. Thread your machine with regular sewing thread in the needle and bobbin.  Stitch a ½” 

seam along each hemmed edge by stitching just next to the hemmed edges.  Backstitch 
at the beginning and end as well as where the top and bottom edges overlap. 

19. Turn right side out, carefully push out the corners and press. 

Cotton –  
Front Of Pillow at Bottom 

Wool - Front Of Pillow Only 
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20. To “curl” your dimensional leaves, steam well for about 20 seconds and then curl with 
your fingers or around a shape like a custard cup.  Be careful of the leaves for they will 
be hot.  Let cool. 
 

Creating The Runner 
1. Clean the short edges of your toweling by making a small cleaning cut with your rotary 

cutter. 
2. Place your toweling wrong side down on your ironing board. Using either the Hot Ruler 

Perfect Press or Fabric Folding Pen, fold under a ½” and then fold under a ½” again on 
each short side.   Check to make sure you folded toward the wrong side. 

3. Align the outer hemmed edges and hold in place with Wonder Clips or Unique Stitch. 
4. With matching thread in the needle and bobbin, topstitch just inside the folded edge 

making sure to backstitch or tie off at the beginning and ends. 
5. Place runner right side up.  

Scatter your leaves.  When 
you like their placement, 
for the non-dimensional 
leaves, remove the paper 
and then finger press in 
place.  When you like their 
placement, press with 
steam for 20 to 30 
seconds.  For the 3-D leaves, in the middle of the wrong side of the leaf, place about a 
½” to 1” circle of Unique Stitch and then finger press the leaf in place.  Then, press with 
a dry hot iron to help speed the drying process.  Repeat for the other leaves.  If you’d 
like to glue down the stems, just run a very small bead of glue on the wrong side of the 
stems, finger press in place and then press with a dry hot iron to set in place. 

6. Carefully lift your runner off the ironing board.  Depending upon how much Unique 
Stitch you used, some glue residue may have seeped to the backside so we want to lift 
up the runner so it doesn’t end up glued to your ironing board.  Let it dry for a few 
hours. 

7. To “curl” your dimensional leaves, steam well for about 20 seconds and then curl with 
your fingers or around a shape like a custard cup.  Be careful of the leaves for they will 
be hot.  Let cool. 

 
Enjoy!
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